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TERRACE – OUTDOOR SAUNA
Stepping out of the sauna heat into the contrast of cool
fresh air, or diving into the cool water of a swimming
pool is a special feeling. The Helo Terrace Sauna is a
compact, free standing sauna that makes it easy to
enjoy. Thanks to its size, portability and ease of installation, you can always find room for a Terrace Sauna—and
what a perfect add-on for a pool or hot tub.
TERRACE SAUNA INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
STANDARD FEATURES
G

Available in two sizes: 4’x6’ and 5’x7’.

G

Canadian Hemlock interior and exterior.

G

Constructed on cedar runners for durability.

G

Pre-built, pre-fitted wall and ceiling panels all
completely blind nailed.

G

Built-in floor with attractive water resistant vinyl
flooring.

G

Cathedral ceiling with exposed center/ridge beam.

G

Viki heater with digital SaunaLogic control.

G

Bucket, ladle, light and thermometer.

G

Roof kit in two easy-to-install panels, including
all-weather roofing.
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QUALITY TIME OUTSIDE
The Helo Terrace Sauna’s simple panel construction
makes it easy to assemble in just a few minutes anywhere you have space—on a pool deck or backyard
patio. At the same time, The Terrace Sauna’s integrated
walls and gable system ensure you will enjoy a strong,
durable sauna that will be perfectly at home outside for
many years to come.
All Terrace Saunas come with clear Canadian Hemlock
interior and exterior, and a vinyl-covered floor—allowing you to place it nearly anywhere without risk of damage to existing deck and patio surfaces. The roof kit is
insulated and modular, in two easy-to-assemble
sections, complete with attractive all-weather roofing
material.
Inside, you’ll enjoy all the comfort, style and attention
to detail you expect from Helo. The Hemlock benches,

T46 - 4’ x 6’

walls and cathedral ceiling create a light, cozy, genuine
sauna feel.
The Terrace Sauna is naturally perfect for the deck, or
anywhere you like in the backyard. If you have a pool
or hot tub, all the better—a Terrace Sauna will only add
to the pleasure you already get from them. “Sauna and
swim” not only feels incredible, a sauna extends the
swim season as your pool or lake becomes a soothing
cool water plunge for a post-sauna dip.
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T57 - 5’ x 7’

